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Abstract: Hierarchical functional structure plays a crucial role in brain function. We aimed to
investigate how aging affects hierarchical functional structure and to evaluate the relationship
between such effects and molecular, microvascular, and cognitive features. We used resting-state
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from 95 older adults (66.94 ± 7.23 years) and
44 younger adults (21.8 ± 2.53 years) and employed an innovative graph-theory-based analysis
(stepwise functional connectivity (SFC)) to reveal the effects of aging on hierarchical functional
structure in the brain. In the older group, an SFC pattern converged on the primary sensory—motor
network (PSN) rather than the default mode network (DMN). Moreover, SFC decreased in the DMN
and increased in the PSN at longer link-steps in aging, indicating a reconfiguration of brain hub
systems during aging. Subsequent correlation analyses were performed between SFC values and
molecular, microvascular features, and behavioral performance. Altered SFC patterns were associated
with dopamine and serotonin, suggesting that altered hierarchical functional structure in aging is
linked to the molecular fundament with dopamine and serotonin. Furthermore, increased SFC in
the PSN, decreased SFC in the DMN, and accelerated convergence rate were all linked to poorer
microvascular features and lower executive function. Finally, a mediation analysis among SFC
features, microvascular features, and behavioral performance indicated that the microvascular state
may influence executive function through SFC features, highlighting the interactive effects of SFC
features and microvascular state on cognition.

Keywords: fMRI; stepwise functional connectivity; hierarchical functional structure; aging

1. Introduction

With a rapidly aging population worldwide, an understanding of the neural mech-
anisms of healthy aging will be critical for delaying aging. Brain aging is a metastable
state [1] that involves many modulators, such as cognition [2], brain structure and func-
tion, and vascular state [3]. A better understanding of changes in brain connectivity with
aging will help to clarify the mechanisms of brain aging. Functional magnetic resonance
imaging(fMRI) has been widely applied to assess features of brain function in different
physiological and pathological states [4–6]. Previous fMRI studies have demonstrated
altered connectivity within and between brain networks with aging [7,8], and these alter-
ations are associated with declined cognitive function [9,10]. Studies using conventional
connectivity approaches have reported that older adults have decreased connectivity in the
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default mode network (DMN) [7] and that the DMN, fronto-parietal network, hippocam-
pal network, and visual network (VN) were most severely affected by aging. Moreover,
this reduced functional connectivity within the DMN is related to advanced aging and
memory deficits [11]. Especially, the posterior DMN plays a critical role in achieving good
brain health throughout the life span, and its functional connectivity is potentially an
early marker of Alzheimer’s disease. Notably, physical activity has positive effects on
the posterior DMN, providing a direct connection for delaying aging [12]. Additionally,
enhanced connectivity in the primary sensory—motor network (PSN) was also observed in
aging [13–15], which always interpreted as the compensatory effect. Indeed, to meet the
challenges of functional decline in aging, the reconfiguration of brain functional networks
characterized by a shift from high-degree hubs to low-degree no-hub regions has been
shown across the life span [16]. This idea is supported by studies from a perspective of
hierarchical functional structure.

Hierarchical architecture can guide the propagation of sensory inputs along multi-
cortical relays into high-level cognitive-related regions, considered the cornerstone for
integrating sensory perception, cognition, and behavior. A large-sample study using
functional gradient analysis proved that the position of the VN shifted from an extreme
to a more central position in the gradient space across the life span [17]. Our recent
study also discovered a compressed gradient in the DMN and PSN in older adults [18].
An innovative graphical method, known as stepwise functional connectivity (SFC), can
effectively delineate the brain functional hierarchy network and identify the gradually
altered functional connectivity from original regions to cortical hubs [19]. This method can
discriminate alterations in direct (one-link) and indirect (longer-distance) connections, and
it is a promising method for evaluating perturbed brain cortical hierarchical connectivity
across different diseases [20–22]. For example, an SFC-based study pointed out that patients
with autism are unable to converge into DMN regions, and this disruption was related
to social cognitive impairments, suggesting that disrupted hierarchical connectivity is
associated with symptoms in autism [20,21]. Hence, the SFC analysis is an appropriate
method for revealing gradual alterations in functional hierarchical architecture in older
individuals that originate from primary sensory—motor regions or high-level cognitive-
related regions. Obesity-related alterations in functional hierarchical organization have
also been revealed by SFC [23]. Recently, SFC was applied to evaluate how aging affects
the functional connectivity of brain connectome hubs. It was reported that the highly
functionally linked fronto-temporo-parietal hubs are always accompanied by the greatest
cortical thinning throughout the life span [16]. However, it remains unclear how hierarchical
functional changes occur and what the underlying physiological mechanisms might be.
An exploration of how connectivity is altered along the hierarchical axis may improve our
understanding of the altered hierarchical architecture that underlies the complex aging
process.

In the present study, we used SFC analysis to investigate how brain hierarchical connec-
tivity that originates from primary sensory—motor regions (bottom-original) and high-level
cognitive-related regions (top-original) changes across different link-step distances with
aging. Furthermore, we combined renal oxygenation, which reflects the microvascular state,
and behavior performance to reveal the interactive relationships among brain hierarchical
connectivity properties, microvascular features, and cognitive function in aging.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Discovery Dataset

In the current study, ninety-five older right-handed participants (age range:
50–88 years) were recruited as the older group, and forty-four younger right-handed
participants (age range: 18–27 years) were recruited as the younger group. The average
ages of the older and younger groups were 66.94 ± 7.23 years old (male: 61, female: 34)
and 21.8 ± 2.53 years old (male: 28, female: 16), respectively. All participants met the
following criteria: no psychiatric or neurological disorders, no diabetes or hypertension,
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no obvious atrophy of brain structures, no MRI contraindications, and education years
higher than six. In addition, for the older group, the scores of the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA) were higher than 25, and the scores of the Activity of Daily Living
Scale (ADL) were higher than 23. The detailed demographic information is displayed in the
Supplementary Materials (Table S1). All participants signed the informed consent forms,
and the current study was approved by the local Ethics Committee of the University of
Electronic Science and Technology of China (UESTC). All of the participants were included
in our previous study [18], which revealed the compressed functional gradient in aging,
whereas the present study is focused on how the hierarchical connectivity changes with
increasing link-step distances by SFC analysis. The present study can further supplement
our previous study and provide new evidence.

2.2. Data Acquisition

Brain resting-state fMRI, brain structural images, and renal fMRI of all participants were
collected. All MRI images were collected in the morning by the MRI scanner (3.0 T, General
Electric Discovery MR750, Milwaukee, WI, USA) in the Center of Information Medicine
Research in the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, and the participant
was required to fast the night before the scanning. The body indices (weight, height, and
blood pressure) were measured before the scan. During the brain scanning, the foam
pads and earplugs were used to maintain the immobility of the head and protect hearing.
Participants were required to close their eyes but remain awake during the resting-state
fMRI scanning, which lasted for 8 min 30 s. The parameters of the resting-state brain fMRI
are listed as follows: repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, field of view
(FOV) = 240 × 240 mm2, flip angle (FA) = 90◦, matrix = 64 × 64, and slice gap = 0.4 mm.
Moreover, the high-resolution T1-weighted image of subjects was also collected by using
MPRAGE (MEMPR) sequences with the following parameters: TR = 1900 ms, TE = 3.43 ms,
FOV = 240 × 240 mm2, FA = 9◦, and matrix = 256 × 256. During renal fMRI scanning,
the subject was required to hold their breath within 18 s to avoid the pseudo-shadow of
breathing. Renal fMRI images were obtained by a 16-echo multigradient-recalled-echo
sequence (TR = 200 ms; TE: 2.216–36.896 ms with space = 2.312 ms; bandwidth = 300 Hz per
pixel, FA = 25◦; matrix= 256 × 256; FOV = 380 × 380 mm2), and 16 T2*-weighted images of
each subject were obtained.

Part of the older participants (fifty-four) accepted the cognitive evolution, including
the Trail Making Test (TMT, parts A and B) and the auditory verbal learning test (AVLT).
The TMT-A was used to measure the psychomotor speed and attention, and TMT-B was
always used to evaluate the execution function [24], while AVLT was used to assess the
memory function [25].

2.3. fMRI Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing was performed by the following steps: (1) discarded first five
volumes, (2) slice-time corrected, (3) motion corrected, (4) normalization by DARTEL
procedure [26], (5) regress the irrelevant signals (24 head motion parameters, linear trend,
white matter signal, CSF (CompCor, 5 principal components) [27], global mean signals),
(6) band-pass filter (0.01–0.1 Hz). These preprocessing steps were performed using the Data
Processing and Analysis for (Resting-State) Brain Imaging [28] and NIT toolboxes [29]. In
addition, the mean frame-to-frame motion (FD) was calculated according to the following
formula [30,31].

mFD =
1

N − 1 ∑N
j=2 (| ∆dx1

j
| + | ∆dy1

j
| + | ∆dz1

j
| + | ∆dx2

j
| + | ∆dy2

j
| + | ∆dz2

j
|) (1)

where N is the number of the time course points; and x1
j , y1

j , z1
j are the translations in three

directions (x, y, z) at the jth time point; x2
j , y2

j , z2
j are the rotations in three directions at the

jth time point; ∆dx = xj − xj−1, the same pattern for another five values.
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2.4. Vascular Evaluation in Renal fMRI

As in our previous studies [15,18], renal oxygenation was used to represent the mi-
crovascular features. The renal MR2* value, reflecting oxygenation of the kidney, was used
as the microvascular oxygenation index. A higher MR2* value represents poorer renal
oxygenation and serious vascular aging. The detailed calculation process was described in
our previous study [15].

2.5. Stepwise Connectivity Analysis

SFC analysis, a method based on graph theory, was used to calculate the number of
paths between two nodes/voxels of the brain at a given distance. This method extends
traditional functional connectivity patterns and can provide the integration of hierarchical
information flow in brain networks [19,32,33]. It not only detects direct functional connec-
tivity but also includes indirect but meaningful connections. Therefore, we used SFC to
investigate how the functional transitions changed in aging.

Specifically, fMRI data were down-sampled to 6 mm isotropic voxels (n = 5459) for
computational efficiency. Next, each participant’s whole-brain connectivity matrix between
each pair of voxels was calculated using Pearson’s correlation, and Fisher Z-transformation
was performed. As a result, a 5459 × 5459 functional matrix was obtained for each
individual. Only positive correlations were retained for the subsequent analysis. The
matrix underwent FDR correction (q < 0.001) to filter the rate of false positives and was
then normalized to a scale from 0 to 1. A weighted and undirected matrix was obtained as
the ‘one-link step’ matrix for each individual and served as input data for the next steps of
the analysis. For a given step distance l and a voxel i in the seed area, the degree of a voxel
j (Dlji) was calculated from the count of all pathways. These pathways connected voxel j
and voxel i in the seed area and have an exact distance l. The computational procedures are
given in the following formula [34].

Al(i, j) =

{
A(i, j); l = 1;

∑n
s=1

Al−1(i,s)−min(Al−1)
max(Al−1)−min(Al−1)

A(s,j)−min(A)
max(A)−min(A)

l ≥ 2;
(2)

Here, Al represents the connectivity matrix at distance l, and A is the correlation
matrix after Fisher-Z-transformation. After the calculation of each step, the matrices were
standardized using Z-scores. Finally, spatial smoothing with 6 mm was applied on SFC
maps across each step. To obtain the significant within-group connectivity map, the one-
sample t-test was applied across the two groups for each SFC map with a significance level
of pFDR< 0.05. The two-sample t-test was performed to detect differences between the two
groups, with gender and mean FD as covariates.

To eliminate the influence of ROIs selected on final convergence regions, we chose
two kinds of regions of interest (ROIs) to observe hierarchical connectivity in aging in
the current study. One kind of ROIs originated from primary sensory—motor ROIs [19],
which included the bilateral visual cortices (MNI coordinate [−14, −78, 8], [10, −78, 8]),
auditory cortices ([−54, −14, 8], [58, −14, 8]) and somatosensory cortices ([−42, −29, 65],
[38, −29,65]). The other kind of ROIs originated from high-level cognitive ROIs [35,36],
including the posterior cingulum gyrus([0, −52, 20]), right anterior insula ([38, 26, −10]),
and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ([−44, 36, 20]). For convenience, the SFC pattern that
originated from primary sensory—motor ROIs was termed the ‘bottom-original’ SFC, and
from high-level cognitive ROIs was termed the ‘top-original’ SFC.

2.6. Converged Rate of SFC Pattern

We defined a new index: stable-step, which was the corresponding step that reached
the stable state. This index was used to characterize the rate of convergence in the SFC
pattern. The stable state was confirmed if the SFC pattern remained unchanged within three
continuous steps. The Pearson correlation between the pattern of one step and the next
was calculated across each subject. If both correlation coefficients of the three continuous
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steps were larger than 0.999, this step pattern was considered to reach the stable state [19],
the corresponding step was therefore the stable-step. The Mann–Whitney U test was used
to compare between-group differences in the converged rate of the two SFC patterns,
respectively, and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to detect differences between the
two SFC patterns within each group.

In addition, to depict the altered converged trajectory with aging, we calculated
the correlation between the within-group t-map across the first seven steps and the final
converged pattern (i.e., the within-group t-map at the seventh step) in each group. For
example, in the bottom-original SFC pattern of older adults, the correlations between the
t-map at each step and the t-map of the seventh step were analyzed. Analyses of the
top-original SFC and those of the younger group were performed in the same manner.

2.7. Association and Mediation Analysis

To reveal the relationships between the SFC features and microvascular state or cogni-
tive function, the rate of convergence in SFC patterns and the SFC values of regions with
significant between-group differences were extracted to perform correlation analysis with
the renal MR2* values or behavioral performance (TMT-A, TMT-B, and AVLT scores).

If significant correlations were identified among the SFC features, renal MR2*, and
behavior, further mediation analysis was conducted to examine the role of renal MR2*
on the relationship between SFC features and behavioral performance. In the mediation
analysis, renal MR2* was regarded as the mediating variable, the SFC features were the
independent variable, and behavioral performance was the dependent variable. The
mediation analysis was performed by SPSS (SPSS Statistics|IBM, Chicago, USA) version
22 (Process 3.0).

In addition, to identify associations between neurotransmitters and altered spatial SFC
patterns in aging across each link-step, we obtained 12 different neurotransmitter maps
from the JuSpace toolbox [37]. We then calculated the spatial correlations between different
t-maps (unthresholded) of SFC patterns across each step and the various neurotransmitter
maps. The detailed information is described in the Supplementary Materials.

2.8. Reproducibility Analysis

To explore the reproducibility of bottom-original and top-original SFC patterns in
the older group, we utilized the Cam-CAN dataset as the replication dataset. The same
preprocessing and SFC calculation procedures were performed on the replication dataset.
Additionally, we also used Schaefer’s 400-parcels [38] that divided the brain into 400 ROIs
to construct the large-scale functional connectivity matrix, and then calculated some of the
graph indexes including degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and nodal efficiency. The
details of methods are described in the Supplementary Materials.

3. Results
3.1. Bottom-Original SFC Patterns in Each Group

Figure 1 shows the SFC maps tracking from the primary sensory—motor seeds of
the two groups. Earlier studies have demonstrated that SFC patterns can reach a stable
state that collapses into cortical hubs when the link-steps are greater than seven [19,39].
In the current study, we therefore showed SFC maps up to the seventh step only. In
the bottom-original SFC of the younger group, connectivity started from the primary
sensory—motor seeds, passed through intermediary networks, and finally converged
in the DMN at the seventh step; this finding replicates the previous results in healthy
younger participants [19]. By contrast, the older group had different SFC patterns that
did not converge on the DMN, even after 20 steps, but that eventually converged on the
PSN. Although both groups exhibited similar functional connectivity between primary
sensory—motor ROIs at shorter link-step distances (1 to 3 steps), the younger group showed
functional connectivity between primary sensory—motor ROIs and DMN areas at longer
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link-step distances (4 to 7 steps), whereas the older group showed connectivity between
primary sensory—motor ROIs and PSN areas (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The bottom-original SFC pattern (one-sample t-test map after normalization, FDR corrected,
p < 0.05) from the first step to the seventh step. The left column represents the SFC pattern in the
younger group. The right column represents the SFC pattern in the older group.

3.2. Top-Original SFC Patterns in Each Group

The SFC maps tracking from the high-level cognitive cortices displayed top-original
hierarchical connectivity patterns. Similar to the bottom-original findings, connectivity
converged on DMN regions in the younger group and on PSN regions in the older group.
In the first two steps, both groups displayed connectivity with the DMN, central executive
network (CEN), and salience network (SN) regions. In the younger controls, connectivity
started to converge on the DMN regions from the third step and reached stability at the
seventh step. However, the older group displayed connectivity with the primary sensory—
motor areas and finally converged on the PSN, including the sensorimotor network (SMN)
and visual network (VN) regions (Figure 2). This finding indicates that, in older adults,
connectivity cannot converge to DMN regions even when it originates from high-level
cognitive cortices.
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Figure 2. The top-original SFC pattern (one-sample t-test map after normalization, FDR corrected,
p < 0.05) from the first step to the seventh step. The left column represents the SFC pattern in the
younger group. The right column represents the SFC pattern in the older group.

3.3. Altered SFC Pattern in Aging

In the bottom-original SFC pattern, compared with the younger group, the older group
showed decreased functional connectivity in the bilateral mid-posterior insula gyri and
Rolandic operculum area and increased functional connectivity in the left supplementary
motor area at the first step. Furthermore, fewer between-group differences in functional
connectivity were observed in the second and third steps. Compared with younger adults,
the older group also gradually presented increased functional connectivity in the sup-
plementary motor area and bilateral postcentral gyri at longer link-step distances, and
decreased functional connectivity in the DMN regions, including the bilateral angular gyri,
middle frontal gyri, and precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex at the sixth and seventh
steps (Figure 3).

In the top-original SFC pattern, compared with the younger controls, the older adults
showed decreased SFC in DMN regions including the bilateral posterior cingulate cortex,
middle frontal gyri, and medial prefrontal cortex at shorter link-steps. With increasing steps,
the decreased SFC was still located in DMN regions but over more voxels. Moreover, in the
older group, increased SFC in the bilateral calcarine sulcus and middle cingulate cortex
was first noted in the second step. Next, the increased SFC expanded to the SMN and VN
regions, including the bilateral lingual gyri, superior temporal gyri, postcentral gyri, and
supplementary motor area step by step (Figure 3). All comparisons of SFC patterns across
each step underwent FDR correction (p < 0.05). Together, these findings emphasized that,
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with aging, reduced connectivity occurs within the high-level cognitive network in both
direct and indirect connections, and enhanced connectivity between high-level cognitive
cortices and the primary sensory—motor regions occurs in indirect connections.
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nated from high-level cognitive ROIs). The red/blue respectively represents increased/decreased
SFC in the older group compared with the younger group (FDR corrected, p < 0.05).

3.4. Accelerated SFC Converged Rate in Older Adults

The median converged rate was seven in the bottom-original SFC pattern in the
younger group, which is consistent with previous studies. Although the median converged
rate was six in the top-original SFC pattern of the younger group, there was no significant
difference between these two rates in the younger group. However, the converged rate of
both the bottom- and top-original SFC patterns were significantly faster in the older group
than in the younger controls (p < 0.001). Moreover, the bottom-original SFC pattern of the
older group displayed a faster rate than that of the top-original SFC pattern (p = 0.0019,
Figure 4). Figure 4 also shows the convergence trajectory, which was calculated according
to the correlation coefficients between the t-map of the SFC pattern at each step and the
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t-map of the SFC at the seventh step. When primary sensory—motor ROIs were used as the
origin, the correlations of the t-map across each link-step were highly correlated with the
converged pattern (t-map at the seventh step) in the older adults. However, in the younger
group, the correlation coefficients significantly increased step by step until the fifth step,
which was highly correlated with the final converged pattern. That is, the bottom-original
SFC of older adults also occurred within the PSN, but that of younger controls switched
from the PSN to another brain system (dominated by the DMN). When high-level cognitive
ROIs were used as the origin, the opposite results were discovered. In other words, the
correlation coefficients of older adults continued to significantly increase over the first three
steps, and tended to be stable after the fourth step, whereas in the younger group, the
correlation with high coefficients also continued to increase over the first three steps, and
were then stable over the rest of the steps. It means that the top-original SFC switches from
triple-core networks to the PSN in older adults but to the DMN in the younger controls.
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3.5. Interactive Relationship among SFC, Microvascular Features, and Behavioral Performance

In light of the significant age-related differences in SFC at each step, the correlation
analyses between renal oxygenation features and SFC values of the different regions were
performed at each step. In the bottom-original SFC pattern, only the SFC value of pri-
mary sensory—motor regions was positively correlated with the MR2* at shorter link-step
distances. At longer link-step distances, the SFC values of both primary sensory—motor
regions and cognitive-related regions were significantly correlated with the MR2*. Specif-
ically, there were higher SFC values in motor regions with higher MR2*, and lower SFC
values in cognitive-related regions companies with higher MR2*. In the top-original SFC
pattern, similar results were noted, although the SFC of high-level cognitive regions was
negatively correlated with the MR2* at shorter link-step distances. At longer link-step
distances, the correlation results were similar to those of the bottom-original SFC pattern.
Thus, both the decreased SFC of cognitive-related areas and the increased SFC of primary
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sensory—motor areas in the older group were associated with higher MR2*, indicating that
the altered connectivity with aging was linked to decreased renal oxygenation. The detailed
results are described in the Supplementary Materials and shown in Figure S1. Furthermore,
higher MR2* correlated with worse behavioral performance. The converged rate of the
bottom-original SFC pattern was correlated with the TMT-B scores (r = 0.43, p = 0.001)
and MR2* (r = −0.21, p = 0.036), suggesting that the accelerated converged rate in aging
is accompanied by decreased renal oxygenation and executive function. The converged
rate of the top-original SFC pattern was also negatively correlated with MR2* (r = −0.33,
p = 0.001) but was not shown significantly correlated with behavioral performance. More-
over, there were no significant correlations between TMT-A scores and SFC or MR2* or
between AVLT and SFC values.

The mediation analysis revealed that the association between renal oxygenation and
behavioral performance was mediated by its direct effect on SFC features, which included
both the SFC value in the left paracentral lobule at the seventh step (Figure 5) and the
converged rate (Figure S2) in bottom-original SFC of older adults.
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3.6. Relationship between Altered SFC and Molecular Architecture

In the bottom-original SFC pattern, the correlation patterns of SFC at shorter link-
steps were different from those at longer link-steps. Thus, the correlation results of the
first and seventh steps only are shown in Figure 6. The results of the other steps are
displayed in Figure S3. At the first step, the spatial patterns of F-DOPA, D1, D2, 5HT1b,
SERTDASB, SERTMADM, DAT, and GABAa were significantly correlated with the bottom-
original SFC pattern, and the spatial patterns of F-DOPA, D1, 5HT1b, DAT, NAT, and MU
were significantly correlated with the top-original SFC pattern. At the seventh step, the
spatial patterns of D2, 5HT1a, 5HT1b, SERTDASB, DAT, NAT, and MU were significantly
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correlated with both the bottom- and top-original SFC patterns. In addition, the spatial
patterns of D1 and 5HT2a were correlated with the bottom-original SFC pattern.
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3.7. Replication RESULTS

The results of the replicated dataset showed that the older adults still converged on the
primary sensory—motor regions (mainly located on the visual and motor cortex) regardless
of the position of ROIs, which replicated our results (Figure S4).

According to the graphic results, we found that the increased graphic indexes were
mainly located in the PSN regions, while the decreased graphic indexes were mainly located
in the DMN regions (Figure S5). These results indicated the altered cortical hubs with aging,
which further verified our SFC results.

4. Discussion

In the current study, we utilized the SFC analysis to reveal the altered hierarchical
structure features and cortical hubs that occur with aging in both bottom- and top-original
patterns. SFC patterns eventually converged to PSN regions in the older group, whereas
they converged to the DMN in the younger group. This finding suggests that cortical
hubs are altered with aging. Comparisons of the two SFC patterns showed increased SFC
value in the PSN regions and decreased SFC values in the DMN regions at longer link-step
distances in the older group, indicating that the altered reconfiguration of brain systems
with aging mainly occurs in the DMN and PSN regions. Furthermore, the associations
between changed SFC patterns and maps of dopamine and serotonin indicated that the
brain hierarchical structure is influenced by neurotransmitter levels to some extent. A faster
converged rate of SFC in both SFC patterns was also identified with aging. Additionally,
correlation analysis revealed that regions with altered SFC and accelerated converged rate
were linked to decreased renal oxygenation and behavioral performance. The influences
of the microvascular state on behavioral performance can be mediated by alterations in
SFC features with aging. Together, our findings demonstrate altered hierarchical connec-
tivity along the hierarchical axis and cortical hubs in aging, and further prove that this
phenomenon is associated with microvascular state and cognitive function.
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4.1. Altered Hierarchical Connectivity with Aging in the PSN and DMN

Previous studies have demonstrated that SFC can efficiently uncover the functional
connectivity transition from primary sensory—motor regions to cortical hubs, as well as
the reconfiguration of operational patterns in brain systems along the hierarchical axis of
the brain [19,23]. In the current study, the SFC pattern originated from primary sensory—
motor regions and high-level cognitive regions, which both finally converged to the top
of the cortical functional network—the DMN—in younger adults. However, the atypical
hierarchical functional organization was identified in older adults. Specifically, the SFC
pattern of older adults finally converged to the PSN, irrespective of whether the original
ROIs were primary sensory—motor regions or high-level cognitive-related regions. These
results also appeared in the replicated dataset. The DMN shows activation in the resting
state but deactivation during cognitive-related tasks [40–42] and is located at the top of
the brain functional hierarchical structure [43]. Due to the SFC usually finally converging
on cortical hubs, our results meant that these cortical hubs might switch to PSN regions
in older adults, in line with the disrupted ‘rich club’ organization in aging [44]. In the
meantime, we identified decreased graphical indexes in the DMN and frontal regions
and enhanced graphical indexes in the PSN regions in older adults. We speculated that
these results might reflect a reconfiguration of the brain system with aging. Indeed, brain
reconfiguration in aging has been proposed in previous studies and is supported by various
evidence. For example, networks with primary functions such as the SMN often maintain
efficiency until very late in life, whereas high-level cognitive networks such as the DMN [45]
always display declined efficiency with aging. Similarly, the effects of age across the brain
regions and cognitive function are not uniform. The transmodal cortices, including the
associative cortices, median temporal cortex, and prefrontal cortex, structurally decline
faster than other regions [46], which supports the above view from a brain structure
perspective. Additionally, the ‘last-in, first-out’ theory suggests that high-level cognitive-
related networks and the PSN would exhibit disparate changes during aging [47,48]. These
theories have been supported by many studies, which have revealed increased functional
connectivity in PSN regions and declined functional connectivity in the DMN regions
with aging [10,13,15]. Consistent with these findings, our comparison of longer link-step
distances (after the fourth step) in both SFC patterns displayed the increased SFC in the
PSN but decreased SFC in the DMN, which demonstrated our speculation again.

We also found that the difference maps at longer link-step distances were correlated
with neurotransmitter maps, including those of dopamine receptors, serotonin receptors,
and dopamine transporters. Dopamine is a type of monoamine neurotransmitter that is
produced by the brain, and serotonin is a monoamine neurotransmitter that is mainly
produced in the gut. They both communicate messages between nerve cells of the brain
and body and decrease with age [49]. They play important roles in behavior and physiology
but have different effects on mood, memory, digestion, and other functions. Dopamine is
closely associated with cognitive function [50], and serotonin can link with multiple organs
and systems to affect whole-organism aging [51]. The association between altered SFC
patterns in aging and neurotransmitters thus indicates that brain reconfiguration in aging
can be influenced by molecular structures. It is therefore reasonable to speculate that the
altered hierarchical functional structures that occur in some gerontological diseases are
closely linked with the level of neurotransmitters.

In the present study, in the first link-step, the changed area was the mid-posterior
insula in the bottom-original SFC; this finding indicates that altered connectivity within the
PSN is located in the mid-posterior insula. With increasing link-steps, the altered areas then
switched to the DMN and PSN regions. The mid-posterior insula plays a critical role in
processing and integrating sensorimotor information [52,53]; altered direct connectivity in
this region might indicate disruptive processing and integrated function in aging. Our cor-
relation results with molecular structures emphasize the importance of neurotransmitters—
including dopamine receptors and transporters and serotonin receptors—in a connectivity
pattern that primarily changed in the mid-posterior insula. In the top-original SFC, the
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altered SFC first appeared in the median region of DMN (posterior cingulate cortex) across
comparisons in several steps, and then extended to the lateral region of the DMN (bilateral
angular and median prefrontal gyri), before finally extending to PSN regions. The altered
connectivity with increasing steps might reflect that the first area influenced by aging at the
top of the hierarchical structure is the median region of DMN, which is consistent with a
previous finding that posterior components of the DMN are particularly vulnerable to the
early deposition of amyloid β-protein [54]. These connectivity patterns were also related to
dopamine receptors and transporters, underlining the importance of molecular structure
when understanding the mechanisms of aging.

4.2. Altered Hierarchical Converged Rate and Trajectory with Aging

On the one hand, the current study defined a new index, termed the stable-step,
which was used to reflect the converged rate of the SFC. This index depicts the degree of
reconfiguration in brain systems. We found that older adults needed fewer link-steps to
reach a stable state than younger adults, irrespective of the location of the original ROIs.
That is, there was an accelerated converged rate of the SFC pattern in older adults. It
has been proposed that the functional distance between networks becomes shorter with
aging. This speculation is consistent with the decreasing modularity of brain functional
networks with age [1,55], thus further reflecting dedifferentiation in the aging brain. On
the other hand, the converged trajectory intuitively reflected entirely different patterns
of brain systems switching in the two groups. In the bottom-original SFC, the converged
trajectory pattern of older adults cannot get out of the PSN, whereas that of the younger
controls originated from the PSN and finally reached the DMN (cortical hubs) step by step.
The top-original SFC pattern originated from triple-core networks and converged to PSN in
older adults, and the younger controls cannot get out of the DMN. These trajectories again
reflected the alterations in cortical hubs with aging.

4.3. Relationship among SFC, Microvascular Features, and Behavioral Performance

Vascular health plays a crucial role in brain function during the aging process, and
vascular state can influence brain structure and function [56]. Age-related alterations in
cerebral vasculature enhance white matter injury, which disrupts the long-range connec-
tivity created by white matter tracts [57]. Meanwhile, vascular risk factors and subclinical
cerebrovascular damage are related to cognitive impairment and dementia [58]. For ex-
ample, vascular cognitive impairment and dementia is induced by vascular abnormalities
and is associated with abnormal functional connectivity of the brain [59]. Consistent with
these conclusions, we not only identified that an altered SFC pattern with aging (increased
SFC in the PSN and decreased SFC in the DMN) was linked to a worse microvascular state
(renal oxygenation) and worse executive function (TMT-B scores), but we also revealed
through mediation analysis that worse microvascular features could induce higher SFC
in the left paracentral lobule, thus causing worse behavioral performance. Furthermore, a
faster converged rate in aging was also associated with decreased renal oxygenation and
behavioral performance. As mentioned above, the converged rate, as a global feature of re-
configuration, could reflect the degree of dedifferentiation in aging. It is thus reasonable to
assume that brain system reconfiguration with a worse microvascular state might influence
cognitive function. Moreover, the converged rate can mediate the relationship between
the microvascular state and executive function by the mediation analysis, which further
provided evidence demonstrating that the microvascular state can influence executive
function by affecting brain system reconfiguration. In sum, the microvascular state not only
can directly influence cognitive function but also influences the brain hierarchical structure,
thus indirectly inducing worse executive function. These findings highlight the importance
of integrating the vascular state when considering the effects of aging on brain function
and indicate that altered hierarchical functional structure might be a critical marker for
neurodegenerative diseases such as vascular cognitive impairment and dementia.
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4.4. Limitation

The current study had several limitations. Firstly, the purpose of this study was to
explore how altered connectivity in the PSN and DMN occurs, so we only calculated the
bottom- and top-original SFC patterns; other ROIs, such as subcortical regions, were not
analyzed. However, we utilized an open dataset to verify the robustness and reproducibility
of our results. Besides, the structural connectivity was not considered in the present study,
additional insights might be needed to further reveal altered hierarchical connectivity
in aging. Additionally, alterations in hierarchical connectivity with aging may be better
depicted using a longitudinal dataset.

5. Conclusions

In summary, the current study revealed atypical functional connectivity patterns in
older adults utilizing SFC analysis. The results primarily indicated that the SFC of older
adults converged into the PSN rather than the DMN, suggesting that cortical hubs switch
to the PSN with aging. Furthermore, an accelerated converged rate of SFC was identified
in older adults, indicating the occurrence of dedifferentiation in aging brain networks. Our
findings also suggest that levels of neurotransmitters, such as dopamine and serotonin
receptors, may contribute to reconfiguring the brain system in aging. Both increased SFC
in the PSN and decreased SFC in the DMN correlated with worse microvascular state and
executive function. Moreover, the effect of the microvascular state on executive function
can be mediated by the SFC in the left paracentral lobule at longer link-steps and converged
rates. Our findings demonstrate the reconfiguration of the brain hubs system in aging
from a hierarchical functional structure perspective and highlight the key roles of the
microvascular state and molecular structures in the aging brain. Together, these results
provide new insights into the mechanisms of brain aging.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/bioengineering10101166/s1, Figure S1. The correlation results
between SFC value and MR2*/TMT-B scores. A. The correlation coefficients between SFC value in
different ROIs and MR2* in both two SFC patterns across the first seven steps. B. The correlation
between SFC value in different ROIs and TMT-B scores in both of the two SFC patterns. The green
block in the ring represents the primary sensory areas, and the blue block represents the high-level
cognitive areas. Different colored lines in the radar map represent the different steps. All correlation
results with significant level p < 0.05. The correlation coefficient was zeroed if the correlation was
not significant. Figure S2. The correlation and mediation results among the microvascular state,
converged rate, and cognitive function in older adults in the bottom-up pattern. The scatter plots
inside the circle respectively represent the relationship between microvascular state and SFC value,
microvascular state and cognitive function, converged rate and cognitive function. The triangle
inside the circle represents the mediation results of these three. Figure S3. The correlation results
between the spatial pattern of different neurotransmitters and the SFC pattern across the first seven
steps in the bottom-original SFC (left circle) and top-original SFC (right circle). Different colored
lines in the radar map represent the different steps. All correlation results with significant level
pperm < 0.001. The correlation coefficient was zeroed if the correlation was not significant. Figure S4.
The bottom-original and top-original SFC patterns (one-sample t-test map after normalization, FDR
corrected, p < 0.05) from the first step to the seventh step in the replication dataset. The right
column represented the bottom-original SFC pattern (originated from primary sensory ROIs). The
right column represented the top-original SFC pattern (originated from high-level cognitive ROIs).
Figure S5. The between-group comparison results in degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and
nodal efficiency. The red/blue respectively represents increased/decreased SFC in the older group
compared to the younger group (FDR corrected, p < 0.05). Table S1 Demographic information.
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